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Prim Ad Infinitum
It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that
we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.

“Do not pretend - Be.
Do not promise - Act.
Do not dream – Realize”.

--The Mother

Welcome to the March issue of Prim Ad Infinitum! The culmination of the
academic year left no stones unturned. Nevertheless, the month of March
brought to light a social cause, Primathon, the most cherishing moment - Farewell
for Class XII and X, an entertaining and a thought provoking display of ISA
projects. Hope you enjoy walking through the events of this issue and we will see
you soon.

With Love and Hope, Editorial Team
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From PrinciPal’s Desk
Warm greetings dear parents
As we marched into the month of March, we began with an action packed Primathon. The
very word Primathon brings in a high spirit within me. The thought was conceived with an
intention to bring awareness among our children on the hardships, sacrifices and
achievements of the women. Though the word women equality might sound unusual in the
present trend, I feel its my duty to educate my children that not all the girls get the privilege
of being educated. Not all the woman are encouraged to pursue their passion. Woman are
confined within the walls of the kitchen in many part of the globe. Not only education but
even the minimal rights have become a dream for many girl children. Primathon was a
small initiative taken by us to stand by the women. I believe this effort to would once
become an ocean and serve as a light to the women tribe. Primathon, of course was a
successful event which received an overwhelming support from the society and I am happy
that Primrose has marked beginning of the change.
March also reminded me that we have marched miles ahead, when the Farewell of my very
first batch knocked my door. Yes, it was a goosebumps moment for me. The days I saw them
as little kids, naughtiness gleaming in their eyes are still lingering in my mind. Children kept
the air always filled with excitement and energy. Days flew past faster and its time for me to
let my children explore the real world outside waiting to fill their platter with challenges
and opportunities. I am sure all my children are well equipped to take up everything that
comes on their way with confidence and without any doubt they will reach greater heights
in their life.

Amidst of all these emotional moments, the students of Classes IX to XII came up with their
amazing ISA project display. The ISA project dealt with “Water the matrix of life and Ethnic
fashion”. We human beings are well aware that we are walking away from nature, keeping
us safe under the mask of technology. Its high time we realize and wake up to preserve this
paradise for our future generation. The project dealt with solutions to save water, children
designed various costumes using natural material which are safe for the nature as well as
the human.
March has made us walk an extra mile in sowing the right seed in our children. Wishing
courage to my children to stand up for their women in life.

A quick look of Primathon selfie
campaign

Men rendering their quality
support to women equality.

They proudly took selfies
pledging to support the
beloved women in their lives.

Girls who also stand
up for other girls
are super cool, a
selfie of runners in
Thiruvanmiyur
beach.
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PRIMATHON 2K18
Let’s run for her
They said with glee
It was Primathon time
A pleasure to see
So many take part
Some young, some old
All gathered together
For a cause as gold
They were all present
To make a big change
In the narrow-minded customs
At a widened range
A spark of hope
They lit in the heart
Of women who yearned
For worth of their part

To be recognized
As equal to men
If not higher than them
As poets did pen
A stupendous sight
Was the morning that day
On the road by the coast
For crusaders to play
Their role of awakening
The sleeping souls
That refused to accept
Her enormous roles
In making the world
A much better place
In her own great style
In her own sweet ways.

Bharathi Parameswaran
Department of Social Science
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PRIMATHON 2K18

Our Guest of honour Mrs. Madaneswari Nandagopal welcomed our Chief Guest
Mrs. S.P. Lavanya, Additional Superintendent of Police CB, CID, by presenting bouquet as a
token of love and respect.

An overwhelming support by our
Prim Champs.

The run was flagged off
by Mrs. L. S. Chandrika Sivaprasad
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#RUN HER
SHE has RUN all her life As A MOTHER, FRIEND, WIFE, SISTER, GRANDMA, MOTHER-IN-LAW. Its
time to run for her. A milestone in our journey.

A motivational speech on
women empowerment by
Dr.M.C. Remany, Scientist,
Govt.of India

“Behind every successful
woman there is a man”, an
80 year old compassionate
supporter in Primathon..

The essential thing in life is not
conquering but fighting well. The
finishers of Primathon.

Feb/Mar 2015 [Vol 3 Issue 7]
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Glimpses of PRIMATHON
“She” gave the passion and
boundless energy. When put
together it was an amazing
performance that kept us on
our toes the entire day.

“Dance is that delicacy of life radiating every particle of our existence with
happiness.“ The gathering was entertained by Prim Champs.

“Zumba Rule, Sing silly, Dance crazy, have fun,” Zumba
fitness made us all smile, a sparkling performance by
our teachers.
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Primrose Swachh Bharat

“Neat and clean is the perfect scene” The volunteers walked an additional mile
to collect the trash scattered all along.

“Being Responsible” our teachers and other staff went beyond their call of
duty and did justice to this social event.
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Primathon 2K18
In the days leading up to the marathon, tension gripped me like brittle stone. Sure I was
excited, but after days of persistent promotion by zooming around schools, colleges,
shops and beaches in the city, I was anxious how many people would actually show up
on the day of the event. My anxiety fizzled like smoke once I arrived; hundreds of
people were present much before the run actually started.
I could see that many people had been inspired by our school’s initiative to appreciate.
On top of that, it was incredible to see energy and excitement in the early morning air
of a Sunday! On-the-spot registrations amounted to over a 100 of the grand total. Music
was in the air and the volunteers were up running with the bibs and arrangement of
stage performances.
Stage performances, every single one was truly breath-taking in its own way. There was
not a shimmer of tiredness on the children who owned the stage with their skits,
dances and speeches. All this vibrant activity set the stage for a remarkable run.
Organizing the run for three different distances were done to pinpoint perfection.
Most of the participants were clear about the distance they were required to run with
enough support of the volunteers. A team of trained medics were on standby in case of
any emergency. A volunteer on a cycle (me!) was asked to cover the distance to help
anyone in case of emergencies and to anyone who feels tired. Teachers stood at
checkpoints to provide people with refreshments. All in all, all the volunteers had some
satisfying job to do!
As people crossed the finished line, they were handed a certificate and medal. A
sumptuous breakfast was also in store for them. Even after the event, the higher classes
performed dances on the stage and the stage was open to anyone who had the wish to
freestyle. Perhaps the highlight of the event was a mini dance performance and speech
by an 80 year old man- a participant. You read that correct! Conversation, dance and
food filled the time after the run. The teachers even went an extra mile of doing a postrun and collecting all the litter. They clearly went beyond their call of duty and did
justice to this social event. To conclude it was a phenomenal success and I, along with
many others, can’t wait for Primathon 2K19.

Ashwin Krishna
Grade XI
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Best Class Award- March

“An action taken towards an achievement,”the evergreen
moment of Class I –C.

“ An honour as a reward for what they gave”, a proud moment of
Class II - B

Best Class Award- March

“An acknowledgement for their hard work” cherishing moment
of Class III - C

“Individually, we are one drop, together, we are an ocean.”
treasuring moment of Class VI

Best Class Award- March

“"Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, and
working together is success." cherishing moment of Class I-A

“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.” everlasting
minutes of class V-A

Farewell party -XII
Work Hard, Have Fun, Make History,

Graduation, from a school, hold special significance for the graduate and his near
and dear ones. It marks the passage of time spent in doing hard work and the
anticipation for the future success.
Mouli Baskaran
received
accreditation
from our dear
Director.
Our esteemed
Director shared a
value adding thought
with the children.

Varsha Nair received
accreditation from
our much-loved
Principal.

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams”. All the
best children.
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FIELD TRIP
MOOSAA LAND
Children of Prekg were taken to the field trip to the place called MOOSAA LAND. It is a
toddler theme park. Children had an opportunity to play in the modular kitchen, garage,
vegetable shop, living room etc. Children also learnt the names of things which are used in
the kitchen, garage, vegetable shop and there are numerous adventure tasks such as
climbing and sliding that are loved by the little ones. Moosaa land Entertainment focuses on
developing a child's physical, emotional, and social skills in an interactive and entertaining
environment. It was a fun filled and joyful experience for the children.
I was excited to see young and energetic kids spend their day with loads of fun, physical
games and more laughter in Moosaa land.
Subhashini
Kindergarten Department
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ISA PROJECT
Theme - Water – The Matrix OF LIFE

A thought provoking dance
drama “Earth’s Elixir- Water”
presented by the students of
class X. which reflected the
importance of rivers.

A mind-blowing mime on water
conservation preformed by Class X
students to highlight the need for
careful use of the resource.

A marvelous mime performance
by Class X students to highlight
the importance of water in life.
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ISA Project
Theme - INTERNATIONAL Ethical Fashion INITIATIVES
A Super-Duperf5 dance performance
of weavers song ‘Chingucha
Chingucha’ by Class IX students.

“Clothes make a statement.
Costumes tell a story” Mrudhulani
from Class XI on the ramp.

“I don’t approach fashion. Fashion
approaches me.” Arnav from Class X on
the ramp.

Fashion is just another
accessory for some one with
great style. Aiden from Class XI
on the ramp.
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Glimpses of ISA Project Day
“Style is a way to say who you
are without having to speak.”
A spirited teacher as model on
the ramp.

“Every day is a fashion show,
and the world is the runway”
An excited teacher on the
ramp.

“Win together today!!! And we
walk together
forever!!!”Delighted couplesas
models on the ramp.

A proud mother on the ramp
with sparkling enthusiasm and
excitement.
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Kindergarten Graduation Day

Kindergarten graduated - UKG A. You are on your way kiddos. Wishing you
fun, Good Luck and laughter and the happiest….

“Take pride in how far you’ve come. Have faith in how far you can go.” All the
best for your future UKG B champs.
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Words of Farewell
“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams” despite some hard tasks
and grief that you have encountered in the course of your studies in class X, at the end of it all,
you completed this part of journey with great achievements and beautiful memories .

“Try not to become a person of success, but
rather try to become a person of value.”
Harish of class X shared his thoughts.

Ms. Sathya Devi of Social Science
Department shared a thought
provoking speech with the children

Our respected Director Ms. Sindura Aravind
shared an enlightening speech with the
children.

“Greatness is simply
defined as the ability to
believe in yourself and
ignoring everyone who
says you can’t do it.” A
valuable speech given by
our beloved Principal.

Chayna student of class X
received scroll from our
honourable Director and
beloved Principal.

Glimpses of Class X Farewell

High school graduation is exciting—it
sparks hope for the future and invites
graduates to dream big. All the best
children.
“Graduation
is not the
end; it’s the
beginning.”
Students of
class X with
our beloved
Principal.
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Kalakar's Korner
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Jashwini III C

Falisha Salma IIIC

Manoj IV B

Lakshaya IX A

Karunya IIB

Dinesh IC

Shajana IIIC

P Vaishali IIB
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Anjana. B IC

Imran IIC

Jonne class IX

Jonne class IX

Imran IIC

Kavin Narayan I C

Karunya II B

M. Marwa Humaria IXB
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Natasha IIIC

Kavya I C

Prithiviraj I C

Ayush Khatua III C

Aravind IIB

Arjun III A
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